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a metaphor is a figure of speech that makes a comparison between two non
similar things as a literary device metaphor creates implicit
comparisons without the express use of like or as metaphor is a means of
asserting that two things are identical in comparison rather than just
similar a metaphor is a figure of speech that describes an object or
action in a way that isn t literally true but helps explain an idea or
make a comparison here are the basics a metaphor states that one thing
is another thing it equates those two things not because they actually
are the same but for the sake of comparison or symbolism the meaning of
metaphor is a figure of speech in which a word or phrase literally
denoting one kind of object or idea is used in place of another to
suggest a likeness or analogy between them as in drowning in money
broadly figurative language how to use metaphor in a sentence a metaphor
is a figure of speech that for rhetorical effect directly refers to one
thing by mentioning another it may provide or obscure clarity or
identify hidden similarities between two different ideas metaphors are
usually meant to create a likeness or an analogy metaphor is a type of
analogy a comparison between two things or ideas take a look at the
entry that covers analogy to learn more about the difference between
analogy and metaphor there are actually two accepted definitions of
metaphor one that s quite broad and one that s more specific revised on
november 6 2023 a metaphor is a figure of speech that implicitly
compares two unrelated things typically by stating that one thing is
another e g that chef is a magician metaphors can be used to create
vivid imagery exaggerate a characteristic or action or express a complex
idea what is a metaphor metaphor pronounced meh ta for is a common
figure of speech that makes a comparison by directly relating one thing
to another unrelated thing unlike similes metaphors do not use words
such as like or as to make comparisons a metaphor is a rhetorical figure
of speech that compares two subjects without the use of like or as
metaphor is often confused with simile which compares two subjects by
connecting them with like or as for example she s fit as a fiddle noun a
figure of speech in which a word or phrase is applied to an object or
action that it does not literally denote in order to imply a resemblance
for example he is a lion in battle compare simile metaphor the
comparison of one thing to another without the use of like or as a man
is but a weak reed the road was a ribbon of moonlight an expression
often found in literature that describes a person or object by referring
to something that is considered to have similar characteristics to that
person or object the mind is an ocean and the city is a jungle are both
metaphors metaphor and simile are the most commonly used figures of
speech in everyday language metaphor figure of speech that implies
comparison between two unlike entities as distinguished from simile an
explicit comparison signalled by the words like or as the distinction is
not simple a word or phrase used to describe somebody something else in
a way that is different from its normal use in order to show that the
two things have the same qualities and to make the description more
powerful for example she has a heart of stone the use of such words and
phrases metaphor american dictionary noun c u us ˈmet əˌfɔr fər add to
word list literature an expression that describes a person or object by
referring to something that is considered to possess similar
characteristics c a heart of stone is a metaphor metaphor definition a
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metaphor is a type of figurative language that expresses a comparison
between two entities without using any comparison words what is a
metaphor a metaphor is figurative language therefore its meaning is
figurative not literal a metaphor is a figure of speech that describes
something by saying it is something else it s not actually true but it
gives the reader a clearer idea of what it is like a metaphor is a
literary device that correlates two seemingly unrelated ideas in order
to make the reader see them in a new way it tells the reader that two
ideas are in essence the same thing for instance love is a battlefield
or she was a night owl metaphor is a poetically or rhetorically
ambitious use of words a figurative as opposed to literal use it has
attracted more philosophical interest and provoked more philosophical
controversy than any of the other traditionally recognized figures of
speech 1 naming of parts 2 the ancient accounts 3 paraphrase 4 four
traditions a metaphor is a figure of speech that compares two unrelated
things by stating that one thing is another e g her voice is honey in my
ears using metaphors is a powerful literary tool that enables writers to
create vivid and imaginative comparisons between two seemingly unrelated
things clear concise and error free install writer for chrome start your
free 14 day trial what is a metaphor a metaphor is a figure of speech
that pulls comparisons between two unrelated ideas if i were to say this
piece was a big hairy project i worked on you d instantly imagine the
comparison a metaphor is a rhetorical device that enables us to connect
two disparate words concepts or things together such that some sort of
transference of qualities or activity takes place from one to the other



metaphor examples and definition of metaphor
literary devices Apr 16 2024
a metaphor is a figure of speech that makes a comparison between two non
similar things as a literary device metaphor creates implicit
comparisons without the express use of like or as metaphor is a means of
asserting that two things are identical in comparison rather than just
similar

what is a metaphor definition and examples
grammarly Mar 15 2024
a metaphor is a figure of speech that describes an object or action in a
way that isn t literally true but helps explain an idea or make a
comparison here are the basics a metaphor states that one thing is
another thing it equates those two things not because they actually are
the same but for the sake of comparison or symbolism

metaphor definition meaning merriam webster Feb
14 2024
the meaning of metaphor is a figure of speech in which a word or phrase
literally denoting one kind of object or idea is used in place of
another to suggest a likeness or analogy between them as in drowning in
money broadly figurative language how to use metaphor in a sentence

metaphor wikipedia Jan 13 2024
a metaphor is a figure of speech that for rhetorical effect directly
refers to one thing by mentioning another it may provide or obscure
clarity or identify hidden similarities between two different ideas
metaphors are usually meant to create a likeness or an analogy

metaphor definition and examples litcharts Dec
12 2023
metaphor is a type of analogy a comparison between two things or ideas
take a look at the entry that covers analogy to learn more about the
difference between analogy and metaphor there are actually two accepted
definitions of metaphor one that s quite broad and one that s more
specific

what is a metaphor definition examples scribbr
Nov 11 2023
revised on november 6 2023 a metaphor is a figure of speech that
implicitly compares two unrelated things typically by stating that one
thing is another e g that chef is a magician metaphors can be used to
create vivid imagery exaggerate a characteristic or action or express a
complex idea



metaphor definition and examples literaryterms
net Oct 10 2023
what is a metaphor metaphor pronounced meh ta for is a common figure of
speech that makes a comparison by directly relating one thing to another
unrelated thing unlike similes metaphors do not use words such as like
or as to make comparisons

metaphor examples and definition literary
devices Sep 09 2023
a metaphor is a rhetorical figure of speech that compares two subjects
without the use of like or as metaphor is often confused with simile
which compares two subjects by connecting them with like or as for
example she s fit as a fiddle

metaphor definition meaning dictionary com Aug
08 2023
noun a figure of speech in which a word or phrase is applied to an
object or action that it does not literally denote in order to imply a
resemblance for example he is a lion in battle compare simile metaphor
the comparison of one thing to another without the use of like or as a
man is but a weak reed the road was a ribbon of moonlight

metaphor definition in the cambridge english
dictionary Jul 07 2023
an expression often found in literature that describes a person or
object by referring to something that is considered to have similar
characteristics to that person or object the mind is an ocean and the
city is a jungle are both metaphors metaphor and simile are the most
commonly used figures of speech in everyday language

metaphor definition examples britannica Jun 06
2023
metaphor figure of speech that implies comparison between two unlike
entities as distinguished from simile an explicit comparison signalled
by the words like or as the distinction is not simple

metaphor noun definition pictures pronunciation
and usage May 05 2023
a word or phrase used to describe somebody something else in a way that
is different from its normal use in order to show that the two things
have the same qualities and to make the description more powerful for
example she has a heart of stone the use of such words and phrases

metaphor english meaning cambridge dictionary



Apr 04 2023
metaphor american dictionary noun c u us ˈmet əˌfɔr fər add to word list
literature an expression that describes a person or object by referring
to something that is considered to possess similar characteristics c a
heart of stone is a metaphor

what is a metaphor definition examples of
metaphorical Mar 03 2023
metaphor definition a metaphor is a type of figurative language that
expresses a comparison between two entities without using any comparison
words what is a metaphor a metaphor is figurative language therefore its
meaning is figurative not literal

what is a metaphor bbc bitesize Feb 02 2023
a metaphor is a figure of speech that describes something by saying it
is something else it s not actually true but it gives the reader a
clearer idea of what it is like

what is a metaphor definition examples types of
metaphors Jan 01 2023
a metaphor is a literary device that correlates two seemingly unrelated
ideas in order to make the reader see them in a new way it tells the
reader that two ideas are in essence the same thing for instance love is
a battlefield or she was a night owl

metaphor stanford encyclopedia of philosophy Nov
30 2022
metaphor is a poetically or rhetorically ambitious use of words a
figurative as opposed to literal use it has attracted more philosophical
interest and provoked more philosophical controversy than any of the
other traditionally recognized figures of speech 1 naming of parts 2 the
ancient accounts 3 paraphrase 4 four traditions

metaphor definition and examples grammar monster
Oct 30 2022
a metaphor is a figure of speech that compares two unrelated things by
stating that one thing is another e g her voice is honey in my ears
using metaphors is a powerful literary tool that enables writers to
create vivid and imaginative comparisons between two seemingly unrelated
things

metaphor definition types and examples writer
Sep 28 2022
clear concise and error free install writer for chrome start your free
14 day trial what is a metaphor a metaphor is a figure of speech that
pulls comparisons between two unrelated ideas if i were to say this



piece was a big hairy project i worked on you d instantly imagine the
comparison

metaphor metaphor a language power technique Aug
28 2022
a metaphor is a rhetorical device that enables us to connect two
disparate words concepts or things together such that some sort of
transference of qualities or activity takes place from one to the other
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